ls there anyhody out there?
Its pitch black, its cold and the wind sighs wearily through the tree tops as I wait
for sun up. I've been here before, well almost. Sixteen long years before, we
had tried to climb this volcanic plug just after heavy rains - a bad idea as it
turned out: there were black, slimy leeches everywhere, dropping from above or
creeping relentlessly up the trouser legs making for somewhere warmer and
tastier. Ten-year old daughter Alice wasn't impressed, wasn't prepared to put
another foot down - retreat was inevitable.
Now, all these years later here I am again, alone and following the banks of the
Tweed River, past cane fields into the hinterland, a picturesque mosaic of
green, cleared pastures beneath remnants of rain forest clinging to the sides of
steep mountains. Soon the road narrows to a single track as it twists and climbs
steeply under the forested canopy: the rising thudding crack of the whip birds
ricochets above the sound of the labouring car engine. At the road end a
welcome sign, JingiWallah and a young, pretty park ranger on guard: a
helicopter clattered overhead ferrying materials high up the mountain - there
was to be no access up the hill today.
Now I hadn't come all this way for another retreat so I waited, brewed up, got
organised. Eventually the rangers took their leave and the day faded into a
heavy brooding twilight, rent by a deafening cacophony in the canopy above as
massed birds prepared to roost. Total blackness descended and suddenly,
peace too with only scraping noises from bush turkeys as they settled onto their
mounds of forest debris.

Just over four kilometres of track waited and the notice board advised allowing
two hours: lt took me longer - the rucsac was heavy with water and biwy gear
and I was quite unfit, just a few days short of my seventieth birthday. Sweating
buckets, I laboured upwards resting often, sometimes just to enjoy the silent
display of pin-prick white/blue lights, nature's LED's, scattered on the earth
banks above or fire flies drifting silently, eerily through the foliage, winking like
distant aircraft crossing the sky.
stepped gently and warily past black snakes laying across the path as lights
below came into view. Slowly the dense bush opened to low montane and the
air grew noticeably cooler. A steel post and galvanised chain led up into the
darkness - the final steep ascent up a rock face. Perhaps unnecessarily, a
notice advised nof climbing up in thunderstorms!
I

was only a scramble made even easier by giant footholds chiselled out of the
rock. The summit exit was a relief, the breeze welcome. A patch of grass made
a good bivvy, but first a brew up on one of the viewing platforms, strip off the
sweat-soaked top and pile on the fleeces then dip in the bag of granola, raisins
and peanuts to top up the energy bank.
It

Above, the Milky Way stretched in a glittering, diamond sharp tiara across the
heavens, a trillion bright pin pricks lighting the night sky; Venus several
magnitudes brighter. The constellation of Orion was also there, inverted, his
sword thrusting skywards and nearby the cosy cluster of Pleiades. But the
magical moment was spotting the Southern Cross far away at the southern and

opposite end of the night sky just above the horizon; a clear signpost in the sky
for those who wanted to see. Far from any urban loom and in the clear winter
air this was pure magic; worth the aching limbs. Another brew went on as I
watched the white light on Cape Byron sweep across the blackness of the
Pacific Ocean.
was tempted to biwy, watch the sun rise from the comfort of the fart sack on
the platform, but noticed the lightning conductor was attached to it. Now I like a
fry up, but one I can eat - the grass would do. The thirty-five year old nylon tarp,
still serviceable, was slung over a guard rail and tucked under to make a tube.
Then the Thermarest and downbag slid in, followed soon by me. Sleep I did,
but lightly - I didn't want to miss the sun-up.
I

At 04.00 another brew went on as I waited. lt was cold.
The first hint of light appeared in the east and I raised a toast to absent friends;
a dram of the very best Jura malt, fresh from the Empty lsle. The glow spread,
changing from an empty white to richer hues of pink and red as sadly a skein of
distant cloud obscured the rising orb. But as the heavens above began to fade
away, the land below began to take shape. Nothing but blackness slowly
changed to light grey and a sea of mist filling the valleys and hollows, with the
odd light of a settlement eerily glowing through - conical peaks and reefs of
bush penetrated the white blanket.
Finally, the sun broke through the skein and lit up the escarpment, the volcanic
rim that forms the border between NSW and Queensland; the edge of a crater
once even bigger then Ngorongoro Crater in Tanzania. ln the west the early sun
picked out the high peaks of Mount Barney, Lindesay and Neville beyond
Cunningham Gap.

But it was the conical shadow of Mt Warning itself, cast on the rain forest bush
of the Rim, which caught and held the eyes as it grew from a vague shape into
sharp relief and as slowly, shrank into the floor of the valley as the red orb rose,
breaking free of the ocean. The River Tweed far away became a golden serpent
paralysed and the plume of steam of the sugarcane distillery a ghostly monster
hovering in the still air.
Around me the forest birds began to call and a red faced bush turkey shuffled
into view, began to poke around then ran off with the tea bags - I chased it into
the dense and spiky grass trees, got them back. I put on another brew, but it
didn't taste right, so I made another, uurgh then I looked at the label on the
bottle in the new light - it was formulated power drink! My disgust was
interrupted by the appearance of a red-faced runner; only one hour, he spat out,
before disappearing again - why do they do it?
I began to pack the sac ready to leave, but another old timer arrived with a
smile on his face and stories to tell. I lingered. Finally talked out, we led off,
down to the chain, the going easier in the light. As we dropped down onto the
trail I began to see the extent of the remedial work on the track: now they may
get upwards of 40,000 people a year tramping up here and erosion from the
heavy rain, but did they really need to make it like a garden path so old granny
and the weans could come up for a Sunday afternoon stroll?

We passed Park Rangers on the way, laying loose graveland setting high
wooden steps. They told me the NSW Parks had a trip hazard policy: if
someone trips, gets injured then they have to come up and remove that trip
hazard - but it's a mountain!! Even a bridge deck had to be sanded 'cos
someone complained it was slippery!
Further down a school party hove into view, in shorts and trainers, bare legged,
but there are snakes up here! I passed an overweight youngster with a twisted
ankle being escorted down by two teachers then the rain came down, heavy
and serious - no wonder the Rangers have problems here. Relieved to escape
the knee-jarring concrete path, leave all that behind, the stove was lit under the
shelter of a piccabeen palm for a quick brew before leaving this madness
behind.
Nofes on a mountain: Wollumbin, the weather catcher, traps the prevailing
moisture laden air from the coast. fhrs is a sacred mountain to the Bundjalung
Nation, the indigenous peoples of this area. Under their law only specially
chosen people are allowed to climb it; from the summit smoke srgnals once
gave notice of tribal corroborees.
Mount Waming was the name Captain Cook gave, when he was charting these
waters in May 177A, to wam mariners of dangerous reefs offshorc.
ln winter, this mountain top is fhe first site in mainland Australia fo see the sun
up.
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